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ABSTRACT 

Is cognitive conflict detrimental to innovation in design teams, or is it a precondition for innovative
performance? Assuming that there is a relationship between cognitive conflict and innovation, what 
kind of strategies do teams use in situations of cognitive conflict and what are the consequences?
This paper provides insights into design teams' behaviours and how cognitive conflict could be used
while performing a design task. The way design teams deal with cognitive conflicts was captured in 
protocols which were generated from video recordings in an experiment. In this paper we report the 
results of the analysis of the verbal protocols according to the five styles of (cognitive) conflict 
behaviour by Thomas & Kilmann [1]: competing, collaborating, compromising, avoiding and 
accommodating. In addition, the evolution of ideas has been categorised and analysed.
Out of all six teams, the results of the best two and worst two teams from innovation and functionality 
respectively are compared. We show that design teams, even in a laboratory environment, encounter a 
considerable amount of cognitive conflicts. A statistical comparison between the groups with the most 
innovative resp. functional design concept with those with the least innovative resp. functional design
concept reveals significant differences related to their conflict behaviour styles.
The high innovation groups used a more competing and a more compromising style whereas groups 
rated low on innovativeness used a more collaborating style. The groups rated high on functionality 
used a more rejecting, collaborating and more compromising conflict behaviour style than the groups 
rated low on functionality. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Design is a complex activity involving different people with different backgrounds and different 
experience, who pursue different aims, possess different skills and capabilities and use different 
working styles. According to the common definition of conflict as a consequence of perceived 
incompatibilities among individuals [2], each design process by a team is likely to be prone to 
innumerable conflicts. Multidisciplinary groups in particular often experience a clash of views,
interests, goals and values. However, it is also known that diverse views lead to a broader access to 
information and thus introduce a knowledge space with more and different insights into the current 
problem field. At the same time there is the recommendation that groups should establish a positive 
group climate to ensure information exchange in the group, which enhances creative insights; thus, 
conflicts have to be avoided [3]. 
Assuming that cognitive conflicts in groups are unavoidable it is still unclear how teams, and more 
specifically design teams, cope with that problem and to what extent the output is influenced by 
different styles of conflict behaviour.
This paper aims to contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between conflict and 
innovation in design teams. The emphasis lies on the question: in situations of cognitive conflict which 
behaviour leads to a more innovative outcome in design teams?
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Types of conflicts
A common assumption is that the occurrence of conflict in groups is destructive in terms of group
dynamics and group performance; thus, ideally conflicts should be avoided or reduced to a minimum.
This point is supported by a meta-analysis which revealed a negative correlation between task conflict 
and overall team effectiveness [4]. Studies showed that even the anticipation alone of low conflict with 
other individuals leads to more flexible thinking and more creative problem solutions [5].
However, there are also suggestions that conflicts can be used in a productive and contributory way, 
even as an asset [6,7,8]. This line of argumentation is based on a distinction between different types of 
conflict. According to literature [9] we can distinguish between three main types of conflict: cognitive, 
affective (socio-emotional), and process conflicts. 
Cognitive conflicts can be defined as differences between task-related issues, which in the team 
context are expressed as disagreements. Affective conflicts relate to differences in emotions and
unsatisfactory relationships among team members. Process conflicts are conflicts which, similar to 
cognitive conflicts, are linked to the task but involve issues related to the mode of accomplishing the 
task [10], e.g., disagreements about timing, planning and scheduling of tasks and related activities.
Taking into account the different types of conflicts it becomes obvious that the correlation between 
conflict and performance depends on the conflict type.
Research suggests that affective conflicts usually have a negative impact on team performance in 
terms of reduced motivation, openness and communication [11]. Process conflicts were also found to 
be responsible for decreased productivity and low task content quality [12]. Cognitive conflicts, on the 
other hand, may have a contributory potential [6]. Managed adequately, they allow for a larger number 
of ideas and perspectives to be brought to discussion, which is especially important for developing 
new and innovative solutions.
This view on cognitive conflict is particularly relevant to design, which can be described as a creative 
problem solving process [13]. Through the creation of knowledge based on diverse skills, experience
and information exchange, the quality of design processes and the creative performance of design 
teams improve. In this view creativity is determining the strategy of the process whereas the 
innovative product is the result of a creative process including the application component [27]. West & 
Farr define innovation as “the intentional introduction and application within a role, group or 
organization of ideas, processes, products or procedures, new to the relevant unit of adoption, designed 
to significantly benefit the individual, the group, the organization or wider society.” [28] (p.9).
Although there are several studies illustrating the different effects of conflict on team output, it is still 
unclear in which way cognitive conflict influences the conflict behaviour of teams, and how this 
affects the output. In this study we focus on cognitive conflicts, because we are interested in the 
manner in which groups use cognitive conflicts to achieve a successful design result in terms of 
innovation, but also in terms of functionality.

2.2 Conflict behaviour
People respond differently to a conflict situation. It is widely assumed that each person has a preferred 
way of dealing with a conflict, a so called conflict style [14]. Researchers such as Putnam [15], Rahim 
[16,17] and Thomas & Kilmann [1] developed a typology of five conflict styles based on the two 
dimensions ‘assertiveness’ and ‘cooperativeness’ (see Figure 1). Assertiveness is the extent to which a 
person attempts to satisfy his or her own concern, cooperativeness the extent to which she or he aims 
to satisfy another’s concerns.
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Figure 1. The five conflict styles [1] 

A person’s conflict style incorporates both assertiveness and cooperativeness in varying degrees. The 
five conflict styles are described as following:
1. Competing (1) is assertive and non-cooperative, a more power-oriented style. Own concerns are 

set above the concerns of other parties in order to attain (and keep) a higher position. This style is 
regarded as less effective as it provokes a win-loose-situation.

2. Collaborating (2) is assertive and cooperative. When collaborating, a person tries to work together 
with other persons to find a solution that satisfies the needs of everyone concerned. This style is 
associated with problem solving situations (such as design) and is effective in exploring and 
finding different (design) solutions.

3. Compromising (3) is located between assertiveness and cooperativeness. The objective of this 
conflict style is to find a suitable, mutually acceptable solution that partially satisfies all parties. 
This style seems to be appropriate in situations where different goals are equally important to all
concerned parties, but a solution still needs to be reached.

4. Avoiding (4) is non-assertive and non-cooperative, with low concern for self and low concern for 
other parties, thus not addressing the conflict. This style is effective in conflict situations where 
issues other than the best solution are more urgent, or when confronting the conflict is more 
damaging than non-acting.

5. Accommodating (5) is non-assertive and cooperative, with low concern for self and high concern 
for other parties. This conflict style supports a positive climate and is useful when keeping
harmony is a high priority.

Research indicates that using the collaborative conflict style is the most successful strategy to arrive at 
a positive outcome. For example, Weingart & Jehn [18] state that the use of the collaborative conflict 
style is the key to team-effectiveness; open-minded debates as part of the collaborative conflict style 
are particularly useful in situations aiming at creativity and innovative solutions.
There are also studies which show a negative effect of cognitive conflict on team performance in 
multi-disciplinary design teams, although teams using a collaborative style did not suffer from this 
detrimental effect [19,20].

3 RESEARCH APPROACH: EMPIRICAL STUDY

3.1 Research questions
According to the findings reported in section 2.2 the most promising way to deal with cognitive 
conflicts in design teams is the collaborative style. However, as the design process requires different 
cognitive processes during the development of a design solution, it comes as no surprise that there is 
some evidence [21] that in different phases of the design process different conflict behaviour is needed
for good results. Therefore we assume that a ‘pure’ collaborative style is not very fruitful in terms of 
generating new ideas and coming up with an innovative solution. A team also needs to establish a 
competitive style, which will raise more discussion and thus may lead to more innovative solutions.
Furthermore, we assume that a mostly collaborative style will increase the functionality of the product
but not necessarily its innovativeness; the reason behind this assumption is, that it seems difficult to 
come up with common decisions related to the implementation of new ideas when there is more 
competition than collaboration. Once ideas have been selected, the working out of functionality is a 
collaborative task in its nature and competition seems less likely to surface.
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In this study we try to answer the following three questions:
1. How do design teams deal with cognitive conflict?
2. What kind of conflict behaviour in a group is best suited to enhance the quality of design in terms 

of innovativeness?
3. What kind of conflict behaviour in a group is best suited to enhance the quality of design in terms 

of functionality?

3.2 Set-up of the experiment
Six groups1 of three design students each, acting as teams, were asked to design a concept proposal of 
a new tent for Nomad’s “Global Family Gear”. The participants were Industrial Design Engineering 
students who either just started a six months design project, or were working on their graduation
projects, or had recently graduated. Eleven participants were female, ten were male. 
The assignment was to design a flexible-size tent for hiking and climbing that could be used by a 
single adult, a couple, and a couple with two small children. The main requirements were named as 
follows:

 lightweight and compact enough for hiking and climbing
 usable by a variable number of users: one to two adults + one to two children up to the age of 5
 practical and easy to put up, pack and transport
 extremely durable.

The experiment, which was conducted with each group separately, was divided into three main phases 
following an introduction: an individual session, a group session and a debriefing session including a 
questionnaire (see Table 1). First, the participants were informed about the procedure and the design
task. After this introduction the three participants were taken to separate rooms to individually 
generate design ideas which were later used as input in the group session. In the individual session the 
participants were asked to think aloud. After 25 minutes of individual designing the group was 
reconvened for a session in which a final concept of a tent was to be completed. After 40-50 minutes, 
at the end of the group session, the participants had to fill in a questionnaire which took about 10-15 
minutes to complete. During this time one of the participants was interviewed separately (debriefing)
for about 5-10 minutes (recorded on audio tape); interviews with the two other participants followed 
suit. The individual sessions were audio taped, the group sessions video taped. Later all final designs 
were rated by independent judges (see section 3.4). 

Table 1. Time-schedule of the experiment

Phase Time (min.) Session task description
0 0:00 – 0:05 Introduction: assignment and procedure
1 0:05 – 0:30 Individual session: individual design ideas of tents
2 0:30 - 1:20 Group session: designing a (group) concept of a tent
3 1:20 - 1:35 Debriefing: individual debriefing and questionnaire

Four types of data were gathered:
 observational data of the complete design process on audio and video tapes
 drawings of the individual sessions and group sessions, which are not included here
 questionnaires and debriefings, which are not included here (except Figure 4)
 rating of the final design concepts.

3.3 Analysis of the behavioural data
The group video-tapes were first all transcribed and segmented into units, each being one utterance by 
a participant, and then coded according to four distinct categorization systems which will be explained 
in the following: conflict type, styles of conflict behaviour, idea type and idea evolution.

1 Initially seven groups were invited to participate in the experiment, and all of them undertook the task and 
reached a solution. Due to a technical problem with sound recording we have no documentation of the 
verbalizations in one of the groups. Therefore the analysis pertains to only six groups while ratings of the 
resultant designs are reported for all seven groups (see Table 7).
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For coding, the software program Mangold InterAct (www.mangold.de) was used. The program is 
able to code many types of behavioural data per time unit and the data can be easily transferred into 
statistical programs.

Conflict type
Besides the evidence that there is no conflict during the communication in the group according to
literature (see section 2.1) three types of conflicts have been distinguished:

Table 2. Types of conflicts

Cognitive conflict affective conflict process conflict no conflict

Conflict behaviour
The actual conflict behaviour was gathered from the observational data of the group sessions. The 
subcategories were developed according to the conflict behaviour style [1] (see section 2.2):

Table 3. Styles of conflict behaviour

Competing collaborating compromising avoiding accommodating none

Idea type 
As we assume that the conflict behaviour style will influence creativity in the group and thus the 
innovativeness of the outcome, we categorized how ideas were generated during the experiment. A 
distinction was made between individual and group ideas, and the resolution level with a distinction 
between overall solution ideas and sub-solutions (as part of the overall idea).

Table 4. Types of ideas

individual 
overall solution

individual 
sub-solution

group 
overall solution

group 
sub-solution

no idea 
generation

Idea evolution
This categorization system pertains to the way the groups generated, and reacted to solution ideas.
Ideas may be repeated, associated (an idea is generated based on another idea), a completely new idea 
can be generated, or there is no idea evolution, which means that participants do not react on an idea. 
And ideas may also be rejected (discarded).

Table 5. Idea evolution

new ideas Associating repeating rejecting none

The following Table is an example of three lines from a coded protocol. On average a group session's 
protocol in this experiment holds 680 lines.

Table 6. Example of three lines of coded behavioural data

Start 
time 

End 
time 

Parti-
cipant 

Transcription Idea 
type 

Idea 
evo-

lution 

Conflict 
type 

Conflict 
behaviour 

07:47 07:47 Lucille I think we can 
agree that it should 
be separate parts. 

Group+ 
sub 

Asso-
ciate 

Cognitive Collaborate 

07:50 07:52 Lucas I also think that all 
three of us have
thought of
approximately the 
same concept, they 
are very similar. 

Group Repeat Cognitive Collaborate 

07:52 07:53 Lucille Just a little 
different, …

Group Repeat Cognitive Compromise
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3.4 Ratings of the final group designs 
In order to evaluate the groups' performance in terms of innovativeness and functionality the final 
concept designs were rated by three judges. The judges were design tutors in the Faculty of Industrial 
Design Engineering and had experience in judging designs. 
The final designs were rated on the criteria innovation and functionality on a scale of 0 (lowest) to 7 
(highest) [22]. The criteria were set beforehand and discussed by the judges before the rating of the 
group designs. This procedure reduces differences in the interpretation of the criteria between the 
judges. 
As Table 7 shows, group 2 and group 4 scored highest on both innovation and functionality, whereas 
group 0 and group 5 scored lowest on innovation, group 3 and group 5 scored lowest on functionality.
Obviously in two design teams (group 2 and group 4) high innovativeness goes along with high 
functionality, an in one design team (group 5) low innovativeness goes with low functionality, two 
groups rank moderate in functionality and low on innovation (group 0 and group 1) and two groups
rank moderately high on innovation but low on functionality (group 6 and group 3).

Table 7. Ratings of the final designs

Group 
0

Group 
1

Group 
2

Group 
3

Group 
4

Group 
5

Group 
6

Innovation 
average 2,0 3,0 6,0 4,5 6,5 2,0 5,0

Functionality
average 4,0 4,5 5,0 3,5 4,8 2,2 3,5

4 RESULTS
In the following the results of this experiment are presented. In the first part the results of all six 
groups are presented together, so as to answer our first question: How do design teams deal with 
cognitive conflict? In the second part the two groups with the most innovative outcomes are compared 
with the two groups with the least innovative outcomes. In the third part the two groups with the 
highest ranking on functionality are compared with the two groups rated lowest on functionality. This 
analysis will help us answer the remaining two questions: What kind of conflict behaviour in a group 
is best suited to enhance innovativeness, and what kind of conflict behaviour is best matched to 
enhance functionality.

4.1 Results of all groups (n=6)

Type of conflicts
The results indicate that process and affective conflicts occurred in all six groups very seldom (3,3% 
and 0,8% of all utterances) whereas the number of cognitive conflicts varied across the six groups: in 
five of six groups between 43,2% and 53,7% of all utterances bear evidence of cognitive conflict, and 
only one group showed a very low amount of cognitive conflicts with 16,4% of all utterances. This 
group agreed right from the beginning to adopt the idea of one team member and therefore there was
hardly any need to engage in cognitive conflicts further on, as no other ideas needed to be considered.
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none

cognitive

process

affective

Figure 2. Average percentage of different types of conflicts during the design process 
(n=6)

The following analysis takes into account only the situations of cognitive conflict; situations 
categorized as demonstrating affective, process, or no conflict are not part of the analysed data below.

Conflict behaviour
A view of the assessment of the observed conflict style behaviour of all six groups (see Figure 3) 
reveals that in situations of cognitive conflict the design teams used mainly a collaborative style
(59%). Competing (12%), accommodating (9%), and even compromising (12%) occurred significantly
less often, each of these styles hold around 10%. The avoiding style was hardly be observed (1%),
what might be an effect of the experiment what gave the group only 45 minutes time to come up with 
a common concept. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

none

competing

collaborating

compromising

avoiding

accommodating

percent

Figure 3: Average percentage of observed conflict styles (n=6)

Idea generation
Collaboration seems to be a fruitful behavioural strategy in the sense that by building on each other's 
ideas and input, various aspects of the design problem can be explored and discussed. 
According to Table 8, most solution ideas by far were generated by the groups rather than by the 
individual designers, and they pertain mostly to sub-solutions. Furthermore, most often ideas were 
generated by association, however repetition of ideas was also very often observed. Thus, idea 
generation in most of the groups can be described as a process of developing sub-solutions building on 
the ideas brought into the group from the individual session, which then were enriched by associations 
and these were often repeated.
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Table 8. Idea type and idea evolution

idea type Frequency %
idea 

evolution Frequency %
123 6,9 51 2,8
73 4,1 568 31,7
194 10,8 510 28,5
153 8,5 327 18,3

none2

individual
group
individual sub
group sub 1247 69,7

new
associate 

repeat
reject
none 334 18,7

Based on the data of the six groups we can state that on the average the design teams were involved in 
cognitive conflicts in nearly 50% of their activities during the design process. They predominantly 
used collaborative strategies in these situations, with a mainly group-oriented idea generation
procedure and a low share of new ideas. The solution search process was wavering between 
associating ideas to previous ideas, and repeating ideas.
The reason may be twofold: first, due to the outline of the experiment each group member had 
developed his or her own solution ideas in the individual session, before he or she joined the group. 
Therefore not many new ideas were left to be added in the group session. Second, people develop a 
certain commitment to their own ideas, which means that each group member was to a certain extent
inclined to adhere to what he or she had done earlier and not very motivated to introduce new ideas in 
the group session.

4.2 High innovation groups vs. low innovation groups
As each of the groups show a different pattern related to the rated outcomes we followed a comparison 
between the extreme groups: The two groups with the highest ratings for innovative design concepts
(groups 2 and 4) were compared with the two groups with the lowest ratings for innovative design 
concept (group 5 and 0). 

Conflict behaviour
Table 9 presents the differences between the groups (low – high innovation) related to their conflict 
behaviour styles. The high innovation groups used a competing style significantly more often, whereas 
the low innovation groups were much more collaborative. 
Taking into account that a competing style surfaces different viewpoints before a solution is decided 
on, it is not surprising that the high innovation group also showed a more compromising style than the 
low innovation groups. There is no significant difference between both groups in relation to the 
avoiding or accommodating style.

Table 9. Comparing styles of conflict behaviour between high and low innovation groups

innovation

low high
Chi2

significance 
competing more .05
collaborating more .000
compromising more .000
avoiding n.s.
accommodating n.s.

Idea evolution
According to our data (Table 9) collaboration is clearly a less useful behaviour on the road to an 
innovative outcome; conversely, the combination of a competing and a compromising style proves to 
be successful. How does this mixed pattern of competing and compromising behaviour relate to idea 
evolution?

2 None means that the utterances do not relate to idea generation but to other aspects of the design process.
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Whereas the groups rated low on innovativeness showed more repeating of ideas, the groups rated 
high on innovativeness produced more new ideas, associated more, and also rejected more ideas (see 
Table 10). 

Table 10. Comparing idea evolution between groups’ concept rated high and low on 
innovativeness 

innovativeness

low high
Chi2

significance 
new ideas more .042
associating more .001
repeat more .000
reject more .032

4.3 High functionality groups vs. low functionality groups
Similar to the comparison between the high and low innovation groups, we chose the two groups with 
the highest functionality ratings and compared their conflict behaviour and idea evolution with the two 
groups with the lowest ratings on functionality. Interestingly the two groups which scored high on 
innovation were the same groups scoring high on functionality.

Conflict behaviour 
We expected a more collaborative and a less competing style of the high functionality groups 
compared to the low functionality groups. One reason for this assumption was that the functionality of 
a concept is seen as high if it is worked out to greater detail, whereas it is difficult to get a clear idea 
about functionality when there is only a rough and vague sketch (see for example the differences 
between the concept of a high functionality group and a low functionality group in Figure 4).

Figure 4. A more detailed final design concept and a less detailed final design concept 

As Table 11 shows – contrary to our expectations – groups rated high on functionality used a more 
rejecting, collaborating and more compromising conflict behaviour style than the groups rated low on 
functionality. Now, taking into account that the two groups which scored high on innovation were the 
same groups scoring high on functionality, this result is not surprising any more.
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Table 11. Comparing styles of conflict behaviour between high and low functionality 
groups 

functionality

low high
Chi2

significance 
competing more .009
collaborating more .000
compromising more .006
avoiding n.s.
accommodating n.s.

Idea evolution
When compared to groups rated low on functionality, the idea evolution in groups rated high on 
functionality were more associating, repeating and rejecting, thus building on each other's ideas but 
also criticising and rejecting ideas.

Table 12. Comparing ways of idea evolution between groups’ concept rated high and low 
on functionality 

functionality

low high
Chi2

significance 
new ideas n.s.
Associating more .003
Repeat more .006
Reject more .053

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This study provides insights into ways in which design teams use cognitive conflict while performing
a design task. 
It has been shown that design teams, even in a laboratory environment, encounter a considerable 
amount of cognitive conflict. The style of conflict behaviour most frequently used by all six analysed 
groups is by far the collaborating style. However, there are considerable differences among extreme 
groups, rated on innovativeness and functionality of their final design concepts. A statistical 
comparison between the extreme groups, those with the most innovative design concepts compared 
with those with the least innovative design concepts, revealed significant differences related to conflict 
behaviour styles. High innovative groups used a more competing and a more compromising style,
whereas groups rated low on innovativeness used a more collaborating style. This result was supported 
by the analysis of the evolution of ideas in the same groups: Groups with low innovative design 
concepts were inclined to repeat already existing ideas while the groups rated high on innovativeness 
produced more new ideas, associated more but also rejected more ideas. Thus, teams with low 
innovative outcomes used a mainly collaborative style and spent too much time on discussing and 
working out the same ideas.
As a conclusion we can state that important components of creativity are diverse views which are 
discussed openly, linked to each other, while less promising ideas are consciously allowed to drop out 
along the way. Furthermore, the data revealed that those groups rated high on innovation were also 
rated high on functionality. Compared with groups rated low on functionality they had significantly
more utterances coded as competing, collaborating and compromising behaviour. Obviously, the 
mixed pattern of all three conflict behaviour styles – competing, collaborating and compromising – is 
important to arrive at the production of an innovative and functional design. This result is in
contradiction with the explanations of De Dreu [26] who sees the collaboration as the most important 
contribution of the group to arrive at an innovative product in situations of cognitive task conflict.
Although these results are very convincing there are also some limitations:
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 Time: The groups worked together only 50 minutes to come up with a final design concept. 
Therefore lengthy discussions, when they took place, left the team with no time to work out 
valuable solution ideas. On the other hand too little discussion resulted in a loss of the 
opportunity to gather, integrate and assess information from different perspectives. 

 Task: the type of task also plays a role in the extent to which cognitive conflict leads to an 
innovative result [23]. Probably tasks with a high degree of uncertainty would create a high 
amount of cognitive conflict, which could provoke affective conflicts and thus might impede 
innovation. Holahan [24] and Jehn [25] found that cognitive conflict could easily end up in an 
affective conflict depending on determinants such as open mindedness and trust.
The task is also related to the level of conflict and there is some evidence for a curvilinear 
relationship between cognitive conflict and innovation, what means that both high and low 
levels of cognitive conflict lead to less innovation [26].

 Context: The experiment took place in a laboratory context and with groups which had the same 
background and for the time being also the same goal. In an organisational context with 
different roles and responsibilities the same behaviour could lead to different results. 

The potential benefits and limitations of cognitive conflicts during the design process should, with no 
doubt, be further explored.
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